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Our covers are all made made to order in our UK factory. 
 

They are made from high grade polyester and are held in place with 
pre-tensioned bungee cord that is sewn into the hem of the side panel 

and finished with a non-slip inner lining. This helps to reduce the pooling of water
on the top and the movement of the cover.

 
These covers are designed for year round use in all weathers

and are supplied with a handy storage bag.
 

As the covers are made to order, we cannot accept returns or refunds on the
covers unless faulty. So when you submit your measurements for your cover

please double check them (and then check again!)
 

If you have any questions, then please email orders@urbanicetribe.com.
 

Happy Dipping,
 

Ryan
Urban Ice Tribe



LengthWidth

 Measure the length of your
tank in cm
 Measure the width of your
tank in cm
 Use the Oblong Tanks Table
to find your relevant code!
 Repeat the process to
double check measurements.
 Order your cover! 
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Make sure you measure from the
outside edge of the roll top to

the outside of the roll top 
(as per below image)

Oblong Tanks
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Oblong Tanks

Based on your measurements, pick a length range and then pick a width range.
Where these 2 measurements meet is your cover code.



Diameter

 Measure the diameter of
your tank in cm
 Use the Round Tanks Table
to find your relevant code!
 Repeat the process to
double check measurements.
 Order your cover! 
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Make sure you measure from the
outside edge of the roll top to

the outside of the roll top
(as per below image)

Round Tanks
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Based on your measurements,
pick diameter range. 

 
The code to the right of 

your diameter range is your
cover code.

Round Tanks



Our covers  features a 3 layer fabric construction
that includes a strong, robust outer and inner layer. 

This fabric comes in a choice of 4 colours Black, Navy Blue,
Light Grey and Gun Metal Grey.

 
If you have any questions,

then please email orders@urbanicetribe.com.
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